
 

Approach Hague Declaration Progress Tracking 

 

Objective of the progress tracking  

The tracking of actions related to the Hague Declaration action areas provides a concise and easy accessible 

overview of actions, activities and projects on climate and security. The tracking wants to show 'what works', 

good practice and action that could be scaled up in terms of capacity, analysis or funding. This visualisation aims 

at encouraging more practical engagement on climate and security by illustrating successfully implemented 

actions.  

The activities and projects showcased on this website are based on 

 Survey responses from stakeholders within the climate security community. The survey has been sent to 

79 signatories of the Hague Declaration and members of the Planetary Security community. In addition, 

the survey has been distributed widely within the climate security community via social media. The 

results presented on the website include responses from 35 completed surveys.    

 Interviews with 28 signatories of the Hague Declaration and additional stakeholders from the climate 

security community. All signatories of the Hague Declaration working at an operational level, survey 

participants providing information on concrete activities and members of the Planetary Security 

Community, attending previous PSI conferences, have been contacted for interviews.  

 Desk research on the action areas of the Hague Declaration 

The activities presented on this website have been selected based on their relevance for the Hague Declaration 

action areas. Priority has been given to current and on-going activities which apply innovative approaches to 

address climate and security and can serve as best practice examples for the climate security community.   

The projects and activities presented on this website are either supported or implemented by signatories of the 

Hague Declaration or other organisations and individuals whose work is contributing to the realisation of the 

Declaration’s six action areas and overall goal of addressing climate-related security challenges. The projects 

and activities showcased were not necessarily initiated because of the Hague Declaration but contribute to its 

objectives.  

Criteria for supporting organisations and governments presented on the website 

 Signatories of the Hague Declaration who are supporting activities relevant to its action areas. 

 Governments and organisations which are contributing to the implementation of the Declaration’s action 

areas or carrying out activities and projects which are related to the Declaration and contribute to its 

objectives. 

Selection of activities presented on this website 

Information on the projects and activities presented on this website has been collected through an online survey 

among the signatories of the Hague Declaration and the wider climate and security community. The survey 

asked participants how their work relates to the Hague Declaration and to share activities and projects addressing 

the Declaration’s action areas. In addition, 28 interviews were conducted with survey participants, Hague 

Declaration signatories and members of the Planetary Security community drawn from attendees of previous 

Planetary Security Conference, ranging from donor governments, implementing organisations, thinks tanks, 

private sector, academia, international organisations and NGOs to cross-check information provided in the 

survey and to ensure experiences of various actors are represented. 

This overview of activities reflects the current state of progress and does not claim to be exhaustive. 

 

Do you know of a project, approach or activity related to the Hague Declaration which is not yet presented on 

this website? Get in touch with us before 15 March 2019. 
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